Abstract. Let (V,v) be any valued vector space, and (V Q ,v) a subspace. Then (V, v) admits a valuation basis over (V Q , v) if and only if it admits a nice composition series over (J^, v). We show that this is always the case if t?(F\F£) is reversely well ordered. If v(V 0 ) is reversely well ordered, we show that V Q is nice in any extension, and that it admits a valuation basis over every subspace. Finally, we show that the property of admitting a valuation basis is preserved under countable dimensional extensions.
Introduction
Valued vector spaces played a historical role in the development of infinite abelian group theory in the last three decades. They were intensively used by group theorists seeking to generalize Ulm's structure theorem for countable /?-groups (cf. [G] for a survey). Indeed, the socle of a /?-group, endowed with the height function, may be viewed äs a valued F p -vector space, with ordinal values (cf. [KAP] for these notions from abelian group theory, and [Fl] for a comprehensive study on valued vector spaces and applications to /?-groups and mixed groups). In this approach, the interest is often focused on that special case, where the valuation is the height function, and the value set an ordinal number. Our interest for valued vector spaces in the wide sense comes from a different direction; indeed they emerge quite naturally in the context of ordered and valued fields. For instance, Brown's theorem stating that a valued vector space of countable dimension admits a valuation basis (cf, [B] ) was used by the author to show a structure theorem for countable exponential fields (cf. [KS] and [K-K] ). Also, in the context of valuation theory of fields, an intensive study of general valued modules is now given in [KF] . In the present paper, we concentrate on the notion of valuation independence, and on the question of existence of a valuation basis. Nice subspaces play naturally an important role.
In Section 2, we recall some definitions and results that we shall need in the subsequent sections.
We begin Section 3 with the definition of a nice composition series for a valued vector space V over a subspace V Q , and show the existence of such to be equivalent to that of a valuation basis over V 0 (Theorem 3.1) . Note that it has been shown (cf. [H-W] , Theorem 3.8) that for a valuated /7-group, the existence of a nice composition series is equivalent to that of a pseudo /?-basis.
We then investigate some cases where conditions on the value set imply the existence of such composition series. Recall that valued vector spaces which have a finite value set enjoy two important properties: they admit a valuation basis over every subspace, and they are nice in every extension. We show (Corollary 3.3) that the same holds with the assumption that the value set is inversely well ordered (instead of finite). If for the extension V Q c V, we have that v (V \V 0 ) is reversely well ordered, we can even show that V will admit a nice composition series over V 0 (Corollary 3.2).
Next, we define the quotient valuation on a quotient by a nice subspace (note that niceness is necessary since we work with arbitrary totally ordered value sets, not necessarily having suprema). This permits us to relativize the previous results of the section, and thus study subextensions V 0 a V t <= V. For instance, we show (Corollary 3.7) that if the value set of V^V^ is reversely well ordered, then V 1 inherits from V 0 the property of being nice, or that of being maximally valued.
We close section 3 with the definition of "defectless extensions" and show (Theorem 3.9) that the extension V Q c V is defectless if and only if V 0 is nice in V. This notion of "defectless" comes from valuation theory: given an extension of valued fields, we may consider the larger field äs a general valued vector space (in the sense of [F3] ) over the smaller one. The extension is said to be defectless if every finitely generated subspace admits a valuation basis. In general, Theorem 3.9 will not hold, but it does in our case where the valuation is trivial on the ground field.
The last section is devoted to proving that a countable dimensional extension of a space admitting a valuation basis, admits a valuation basis äs well (Corollary 4.2). This generalizes a result of Fuchs ([F2] , Lemma 7 and Theorem 8) where this was shown to hold if the value set is an ordinal number.
Preliminaries on valuation independence and niceness
In the sequel» let V be a vector space over a field K, and a totally ordered set with last eleinent oo. A surjective map v:V -* is a valuation on V (and (V,v) is a valued vector space) if for all x,yeV and ke K, the following holds:
Condition (V 3) is also called the triangle inequality. The following is a consequence of the above axioms:
The restriction of i; to a subspace V Q of F is a valuation on V Q (that we denote also by v). Now let (V 0 , v 0 ) and (V, v) be valued vector spaces. Suppose that PO is a subspace of F and that t; 0 (Po) <=. v (V). We will say that (K t?) is an extension of (V 0 , u We say that V 0 c V is a yimte extension (or F is finitely generated over PO) if and only if VjV Q is of finite T-dimension.
If xie/c will denote the ^-subspace of F generated by the elements x f , that is the subspace consisting of all sums £ 4 e / k t x t where k t -0 except for a finite number of / e / (by convention, <0> = 0). Let {V^iel} be a family of subspaces of F such that F= φ ί6/ V i (i.e. F is the direct sum of the P<'s). We then say that F is the coproduct of { V { \ i 6 7} (or: {V t ;iel} is an orthogonal family of subspaces) if for every sum Zie/*i e F such that jt £ e f< for all / e / and χ, = 0 except for a finite number of
We denote the coproduct of {F f ; i e 1} by J_ ie/ V i9 and if P< is orthogonal to V J9 we write V i LV^. Now let PO be a subspace of F: The subset {χ ( ; ι e /} c F is independent over V Q if and only if {x f -f PO i i e /} is /£-linearly independent in F/PQ, and {χ,·; ι e /} is α oiis o/ F oi?er V Q if and only if {x { +V Q \i€ 1} is a T-basis of V/V 0 (if and only if = i 6 i . 0 . Note that if {x t ' 9 iel} is independent over PO, then in particular {x f ;/e/} is ΛΓ-linearly independent.
We say that {x^i'e/JcK is valuation independent over V 0 if and only if Ο φ {χ t ; ι € /}, and for all ζ 0 εν θ9^€ Κ such that k t = 0 except for a finite number of ι € /, we have Note that by definition, the element 0 never belongs to a valuation independent set. Also, by convention, min0 = oo, and 0 is valuation independent over V 0 . The following lemma is easy to show: In studying extensions V Q <=.V, with V 0 nice in V, it is often quite useful to consider the quotient space V/V Q . In this case, one can endow it with a canonical valuation v (see Lemma 2.10 below).
Lemma 2.1 Lei $, $' be two subsets of K Then $\j$$' is valuation independent over V Q if and only if $ is valuation independent over V Q and $' is valuation independent over ( , V o y. Moreover, the increasing union ofa chain of valuation independent sets is again valuation independent.

For the rest of this section, let us assume always that V 0 is nice in V.
Recall that then, every class je 4-V Q has a proper representative. Define for all χ e V: 
Lemma 2.11 Let {x t + P^; /e /} c F/P^. Γ/ze« {x t ; iel} is independent for the valuation v over VQ if and only if {x t -f V 0 ; i e /} is independent for the valuation v and the x t are proper representatives. In this case, every finite sum ^ie/^i^i is a proper representative of Xie/A:^ -h VQ).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, {x £ ; iel} c: V is independent for the valuation over We close this section with the following well known result, which can be proved by Standard arguments using the definition of niceness (see e.g. [KF] , where this result is even proved for valued modules):
CoroUary 2.13 Suppose that V Q c ^ c F J ert V± is nice in F if and only ifV^V^ is nice in F/%.
Nice subspaces and defectless extensions
Let VQ be a subspace of F A nice composition series of F over V 0 is a sequence {1^; 0 < μ < v} of subspaces, indexed by some ordinal v, such that is nice in P£ + 1 and dim(J£ + 1 /^) < l if μ 4-1 < v, = (Jo«;j«A^ f°r every limit ordinal λ < v and Obviously, if F admits a nice composition series {^; 0 < μ < v} over V 0 , then it admits one over every Υ μ s well. Proof. Assume F admits a nice composition series {¥ μ ; Ο ^ μ < v} over V 0 . Hence, every V + 1 admits a valuation basis {y } over Υ μ . By induction and Lemma 2.1, [y^ ...,7 μ^« } is a valuation basis of ^ + "+1 over ν μ . Similarly, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that {y ; 0 <> μ < A} is a valuation basis of ^ over ^ for every limit ordinal λ < v. By induction, we obtain the assertion.
It follows again by Lemma 2.1 that [Υ μ \ Ο < μ < v} is a nice composition series of V over V Q . D Let α be an ordinal. In the sequel, we shall denote by a* the order type of the reversed ordering on a. Proof. Since fK^i/K*) = a *> then V^V^ admits a valuation basis over {0} (by Corollary 3.3). Hence by Proposition 3.5, V l admits a valuation basis over V 0 . By Corollary 3.3, Vi/V 0 is nice in V/V 0 , and by Corollary 2.13 it follows that V± is nice in V.
Ifmoreover V 0 is maximally valued, then V 0 is nice in every extension V of V 1 and hence V i is nice in every extension V. This implies by the note following Lemma 2.6 that V { admits no proper immediate extension. α As a corollary, we get yet another generalization of Corollary 3.4: For let {w^ / 6 /} be a maximal valuation independent set in U. Then the extension <w f ; *'e/> c: £7 is immediate (cf. Lemma 2.4), and card{t/j; i'e/} < dim i/ (cf. Remark 2.3). Further, since ϊ^ c K is immediate, for all i'e/ there exists a finite subset ^ c J* and e <^> such that Set 3S V = Ufe/ ,, then if £ fcj «j e <M f ; i e />, we have £ fc f j f e <#i,> and mn i?M-y> nn hence & v satisfies assertion (1) for Ο φ u e <w f ; i e />. We claim now that 3S V satisfies assertion (1) for all 0=Mef/. Indeed let 0=t=wet/. Since the extension <w f ; / € /> c U is immediate, let w'e <w f ; ι e /> such that v(u -M') > I?(M). Now let y e <^i7> such that v (u 1 -y) > v(u') . A straightforward argument, using the triangle inequality, shows then that v (u -y) > v (u) .
Let us define by induction on n e ω an increasing sequence 3S n of subsets of 38 s follows: &i = £ w and <#" + ! = ^,u^m fr> .
Set ® ω = U *" and F 2 = <^ω> . Let be the corresponding decomposition of V, s described in Theorem 4.1 above. Since dim(J^ φ W) <> K 0 , it follows by Corollary 3.4 that V 2 ®W admits a valuation basis. To see that F admits a valuation basis, it suffices to verify the following general fact: if V i admits a valuation basis Λ ί for all i'e/, then F= l ie/ ^ admits Q ieJ S i s a valuation basis. The proof is straightforward. α
